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1 Problem 8.4

mph. with the property that c41ch "crtc,
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1.1 Part(i)

vertex x vertex Y

o ~~Mlv .. \ 0

Undirected Graph
representation

P(x,y)

State,0 State,

P(y,x)

Markov Chain
representation

/
M.e. is irreducible if there exist no proper closed subset in the state space. Since we are
given that the graph G is connected, then this means it is possible to visit each vertex from
any other vertex in the graph. But does a connected graph implies no proper closed subset
of the corresponding M.e.? The answer is YES. If we view each vertex as state, we just need
to show that for each edge in G between 2 vertices x, y, there corresponds a probability of
transition from state x to y which is not zero, and also a probability of transition from state y
to x which is also not zero. By showing this, we conclude that the M.e. will switch (in some
number of steps) to any state from any other state, which implies there is no closed subset,
hence P is irreducible.

But from the definition of p(x, y) we see that if there is an edge (x, y) then p(x, y) exist and
is not zero, and p(y, x) exist and is not zero (since r is finite). This completes the proof.
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1.2 Part(ii) p~ ~J- 0 Yl P ? 0l 11 \/1 0 '7

A finite-M.C. is regular when, for some integer m, pm contains only positive elements.
\

(fhid implles that the one step transition...matrix.-Lmust have~east one entry along !he
diagenaI Pii that Is-none-zero ill all elements along the diagonal are zero, then pm will always
contain at least one zero element no matter how large m is).~ a di~,gonal element not bei~ ~
ero is the same as saying that at least one state must be aperiodic (if Pti > 0 then the period 4

is one). -,---
IHence the condition for the M.C. to be regular is that at least one state must be aperiodic 11.

To ~ro~f that the above chain is regular, we then need to show that at least one state is~
apenodic. '" ? / /'
~This is the proofl: - ~t J~~ ~u..rtuY\;1 ~
Since at most a vertex can have r edges, then we can find a vertex x with r edges con
necting it to vertices Yl, Y2,' .. , Yr with corresponding one step probability transitions of
p (x, Yl) ,p (x, Y2) , . .. ,p (x, Yr) . (If we can't find such a vertex, the argument will apply to
any other vertex, just replace r with the number of edges on that vertex and the argument
will still apply).

Now let us consider f (x) and compare it to each of the f (Yi) where the Yi is the vertex with
direct edge from x. There are 2 cases to consider:

1. f (x) > at least one of the f (Yi), i = 1··· r

2. f(x) < all of f(Yi), i = 1···r

3. f (x) = all of f (Yi), i = 1 ... r

IConsider case (1) I: Since f (x) > f (Yi) for some i, then for this specific Yi, p (x, Yi) =

~ min { 1, ~?;~} = ~k where k < 1, hence p (x, Yi) = a where a < ~. Lets assume there was
only one Yi such that the above is true. I.e. at least one of the vertices connected to x
had f (Yi) < f (x) (if more if found, it will not change the argument). Now we add all the

(r-l) ve,·tices
--'"

1In addition, since we showed in part (i) that this chain is an irreducible chain, hence each state communicate
with each other state, hence all states must be of the same type since all states are in the same communication
class (Theorem 5.3.2). Then if one state is aperiodic, then the all states that communicate with it must also
be aperiod (to be of the same type). Hence in an irreduible chain, if one state is aperiodic, then all states are
aperiodic as well.
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State x

state 0101

o

staterr

state 0101

o
stateyz

.1..
r

stateYi

~ stateolor

Sum of
probabilities < 1

INow we consider case (2) I· In this case since f (x) < f (Yi) for each i, then p (x, Yi)
r vertices
---"

1.3 Part(iii)

Since the chain is irreducible, then there is a reverse Markov chain (proof is on page 8.1 and
8.2 of lecture notes). Hence for an irreducible chain the balance equations hold

r(x,y) = 7f(Y)p(y,X)
11" (x)

This diagram helps me remember these formulas

4
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r:(r)
y

/. r:(.1')
~~;i).~/I x

/::;i
~

N ----<.~ time N+1

If(X )1"(.1' •.1') = If (r)p(L.1' )

BALANCE EQUATION FOR AN IRREDUCIBLE CHAIN

Now if the chain the time reversible as well, then r (x, y) = P (x, y),

J)~ /. /1 xX 1_- _ _Y~.Y) ~~j)~-- ~
~ -

~~

y

N ----... time

y

N+1

,-(x..1') = p(x,y)

Condition for a time reversible irreducible chain

Then the balance equation (1) becomes

7r (x) P(x, y) = 7r (y) P(y, x) (2)

Hence we need to show that the equation above holds to show the chain is time reversible.

Let the LHS of (2) be 7r(x)p(x,y) and let RHS of (2) be 7r(Y)p(y,x). Then we will show
that LHS=RHS for the following 3 cases:

1. f(x) = f(y)

2. f (x) < f (y)

3. f(x) > f(y)



Case(l): Since f (x) = f (y) let these be some value, say z

LHS = 7f(x)p(x,y)

= f(x) (!min{1 f(y)})
2:f (v) r ' f (x)
vEV

z 1

-2:f (v) ~
vEV

and

RHS = 7f (y) P(y, x)

= f(y) (!min{1 f(X)})
2:f (v) r ' f (y)
vEV

z 1

2:f (v) r
vEV

We see that (3) is the same as (4), hence ILHS=RHS for case (1) I·

case(2): f (x) < f (y)

(3)

(4)

LHS = 7f (x) P(x, y)

= f(x) (!min{1 f(y)})
2:f (v) r ' f (x)
vEV

-
f (x) 1

2:f (v) r
(5)

vEV

and

RHS=7f(Y)p(y,x)

= f(y) (!min{1 f(X)})
2:f(v) r 'f(y)
vEV

_ f(y) 1f(x)

-2:f(v)~f(Y)
vEV

_ f (x) 1

- 2:f (v) ~
(6)

-.



Hence we see that (5) is the same as (6). Hence IRHS=LHS for case(2) I.
case (3):1 (x) > 1 (y)

LHS = 7r (x) P (x, y)

= 1(x) (!min{l 1(Y)})L1 (v) r ' 1 (x)
vEV

1(x) 11 (y)
- --L1 (v) r 1 (x)

vEV

f (y) 1
- -
Lf (v) r
vEV

and

RHS = 7r (y) P (y, x)

= f(y) (!min{l 1(x)})
L1(v) r ' 1(y)
vEV

f (y) 1

- Lf(v)r
vEV

We see that (7) is the same as (8), hence ILHS=RHS for case (3) as wen I.

(7)

/'"

/(8)

(6~ J

IHence we showed the balance equation for the time reversible condition is satisfied I. QED.

'lJ-
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2 Problem 8.5

/' \'. let

a PO~JlI\"

[.;,.", ~UPPoS(,; (;

11[9(', "j denote the number of cd
function defined on F. and let

~(x) = ~ ., ,

regular \t:uko\' chain wh",r.•

chain defined by

whenever (x, y) ( I ...

and where f( 1)
the rcsultinQ. cham IS r

fl'
r ana has thc rCQUlr

TLAB) tha
istribution.

2.1 Part(a)

The following is the Hastings-Metrpolois algorithm implementation.

This algorithm generates a time-reversible M.e. (referred to as p in the lecture notes) given
an irreducible M.e. (called q or the original chain) and given a stationary distribution 7r for
that chain.

,./"

Time reversibleDesired stationary
Irreducible Markovprobability distribution

Hastings-Metropolis Chain (P) whose
algorithm stationary distributionOriginal Irreducible

is the suppliedMarkov Chain (q)
distribution.

./
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Input: f (x) defined over the states x, and edge (x) which represents the number of edges
connected to x

1. For each state x calculate 7r (x) = .j..S,x) and for each state x calculate edge(x)
f(v)

..J

vEV

2. compute q (x, y) = edg~(x) whenever edge (x) =1= 0 else set q (x, y) = 0

3. Select a state x by random to start from.

4. Let n = 1 and let Xl = X

5. Let S be the set of all states that can be reached in one step from x. These will be the
states y in which q (x, y) =1= 0

6. Select a state y from S by random (using a uniform U [0,1] random number generator)

7. Calculate (3 (x y) = min {I 7f(y)q(y,X)}
, , 7f(x)q(x,y)

8. Generate a random number u from U [0, 1]

9. Let n = n+ 1

10. Compare u to (3 (x, y).

11. IF u < (3 (x, y) THEN X n = y (select the new state) ELSE X n = X n - 1 (stay in same
state) ENDIF

12. Let x = X n

13. If n > some Max number of iterations or if we reached some convergence limit Then go
to 15

14. GOTO 5

15. Algorithm is complete. Now generate the time reversible MC as follows

/o.? ~~• rt ,

(a) Scan the state path generate X n and count how many times state x switches to
state y in one step

(b) Do the above for all the states x

(c) Divide the above number by the total number of steps made to generate p (x, y)

nl~ Since the problem now as
-- the end of the problem an the above siqlulation using that data2

• Please see
~appendix for code anal P matrix generated.

21 allreadv: the code for the simulation written, just needed to~ed the new data for this problem.



2.1.1 Part (a1)

This is similar the problem 8.4 part(I). To show that the p (final M.C.) is irreducible, we need
to show that there exist no closed proper subsets. Since the graph G is connected, then we
just need to show whenever there is an edge between vertex x and Y then there corresponds in
the chain representation of the final p matrix a non-zero p (x, y) and also a non-zero p (y, x).
This will insure that the each state can transition to each other state, just as each vertex can
be visited from each other vertex (since it is a connected graph).

Let us consider any 2 vertices say x, y with a direct edge between them (this is the only case
we need to consider due to the argument above). We need to show the resulting p (x, y) and
p (y, x) are non-zero

Consider p (x, y) first. Since

Hence

p(x,y) =q(x,y)/3(x,y)

= 1 min{l 1r(y)q(y,x)}
edge (x) , 1r (x) q (x, y)

fey) 1

Lf(V) edge(y)

1 . J1 vEV
= edge (x) mm) '-----:-f(;-;x),----1-

Lf(v) edge(x)

vEV

) 1 . {I f(y)edge(X)}p(x,y = ~mm , f(x)edge(y)

~tA
'JAft-~

lA ~W~.(
Lv- ~lly'f- ~&) - -

(1)

Then it is clear that whenever there is an edge between x, y then p (x, y) =I- 0 since both! (x)
and! (y) are positive (not zero) and also edge(x) and edge(y) are non-zero as well. Hence we
see that p (x, y) =I- O. Similar argument shows that p (y, x) =I- o.
IThis shows that M.C. represented by P is irreducible I·

2.1.2 Part (a2)

~e condition for regular chain P is that there exist at least one state x such that p (x, x) >~
O/om (1) above we can decide under what conditions this will occur. /' /

onsider a vertex x with edge (x) edges from it connected to vertices Y1, Y2,··· ,Yr. Then from
(1) we see that

( .) _ 1 . {I !(Yi)edge(x)}p x, Y~ - IDln,
edge (x) !(x)edge(~)

{~}= 1 min 1 edge(Yi)

edge (x) , ..J.S!EL
edge(x)
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I t/I ?, 1
/ <-

{
f(Y;)}

The condition for having p (x, x) > 0 is that min 1, ed~(~)i) < 1, :ynce this will cause p (x, Yi)
edge(x)

to be some quantity less th,an ~ and so when summi~r~"Fth9'e will be a deficit in the

\ {~}sum and we have to compensate for it to make it 1 by adding p (x, x). But for min 1,~
edge x)

to be less than ONE means that I .JJJ!.iL <~edge(Yi) edge(x)

Hence the condition for finding an Aperiodic state is finding a vertex x such that the above holds
'or one of the vertices Yi this vertex is directly connected to. For example, if Yi had the same
number of edges from it as does x, then the condition will be that f (Yi) < f (x). And if Yi has
less or more edges from it than x has, then we need the ratio dgl(Y(i» to be less than dl(x(».

e e Yi e ge x

d The above is th sam:::;;ng J,,;x) must be constant for the p not to be regwitr . Q1
- ~- - - __ -- LY I L-

2.1.3 Part (A3) ~

Since the chain is irreducible, then there is a reverse Markov chain (proof is on page 8.1 and
8.2 of lecture notes). Hence for an irreducible chain the balance equations hold

r(x,y) = 7r(Y)p(y,x)
7r (x)

(2)

Now if the chain the time reversible as well, then r (x, y) = p (x, y), Then the balance equation
(1) becomes

7r (x) p (x, y) = 7r (y) P (y, x)

f(x) fey)
""' q(x,y)(3(x,y) = ""' q(y,x)(3(y,x)
~f(v) ~f(v)

vEV vEV

\

f (x) 1 (. {1 f (y) edge (x) }) _ f (y) 1 (. {1 f (x) edge (y) })
Lf (v) edge (x) mm 'f (x) edge (y) - Lf (v) edge (y) mm 'f (y) edge (x)
vEV vEV

( {
---.l.SJ!L }) ( { I(X)})f (x) 1 min 1 edge(y) = f (y) 1 min 1 edge(x)

Lf (v) edge (x) , elgWx) Lf (v) edge (y) , eL~(y)
vEV vEV

(3)

Hence we need to show that the equation (3) above holds to show the chain is time reversible.

There are 3 cases to consider:

1 ---.l.SJ!L = ~
. edge(y) edge(x)

2 ---.l.SJ!L <~
. edge(y) edge(x)

11
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3....l.iJ!L ..1i&-
. edge(y) > edge(x)

For case (1), LHS of equation (3) simplifies to ~x) -d1( ) and the RHS of (3) simplifies to
f(v) e ge x

oJ

vEV

!JJ!L 1 b t' ....l.iJ!L -..1i&- th LHS-RHS~ edge(y) ' U Slllce edge(y) - edge(x) ' en - .
LJf(v)

vEV

1 Hence balance equation (3) is satisfied for case (1).1

For case(2) LHS of (3) simplifies f(x) 1 (e!l!(y»)
, ~ edge(x) ~

LJf(v) ~

vEV

. l"fi fey) 1 h LHS-RHSSImp 1 es to Lf(v) edge(y) ,t en - .

vEV

!JJ!L _1- and RHS of (3)
""'" edge(y)

f(v)
oJ

vEV

IHence balance equation (3) is satisfied for case (2) I.

For case (3) LHS of (3) simplifies f(x) 1 and RHS of (3) simplifies to fey) 1 (e!g<:(x») =
, ~ ( ) edge(x) ~ edge(y) ~

LJf v LJf(v) ~

vEV vEV
f(x) 1

Lf(V) edge(x) ,then LHS=RHS.

vEV

IHence balance equation (3) is satisfied for case (3) I.
Hence in all 3 cases we showed the balance equation is satisfied.

IHence M.e. is time reversible I.

2.2 Part(b)

A small program written to construct the P matrix directly following instructions on page 8.4
of lecture notes. The following is the resulting P matrix

~

/

/( C)1
\ 7?

,/
/

?
~

/

Now to check that the final chain P is regular, it was raised to some high power to check that
all entries in the pm > O. This is the result

12



In[17]:= MatrixPower [p, 50] / / N / / MatrixForm

Out(17]//MatrixForm=

~ ·0.0526316 0.421053 0.315789 0.210526]
0.05263160.4210530.3157890.210526

( L7 0.05263160.421053 0.3157890.210526
,/Y .0.05263160.421053 0.3157890.210526

)

The above verifies that the final matrix p is regular.

Using the Hastings-Metr<V0lis simul~tion algorithm, the convergence to the above matrix was
slow. Had to make 2 million observation to be within 3 decimal points from the above. Here
is the P matrix generated from Hastings algorithm for N = 2, 000, 000

1~v
{)

-<\
. O. 0.5001140.499886 O.
0.0625897 0.4371790.249784 0.250448
0.0831875 0.333962 0.248524 0.334326

.. 0. 0.4992970.500703 O.I
L

i~
~ 1v-oJ;(j
~ ~:

./ /' ('

./

r
~

1r-=

~--
~ .(~) ~ ( <:) Lr )



-

3 Appendix (Implementation of part(a) and part(b»

The graph for part(a) and part(b) is the following

Graph for problem 8.5

14



Hastings - Metropolis Algorithm implementation For Problem 8.5
part(a)
This below is an implementation of the Hastings - Metropolis algorithm. A simple GUI interface allows the user to specify the
number of steps to run the algorithm for. At each step, the current P matrix and the current calculated stationary distribution for
this P matrix are shown to help observe the convergence.

The input to this run below is that of problem 8.5 part(b)

Few seed the random number generator and display the q and the 1r distribution used

ISeedRandom[121212];

Define the data given in the problem

v={l,2,3,4};

ed,es,,,\{{l, 2}. {1, 3}. {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}};

f 'F ~ S, 6, 4};

Define the functions 1r(x) and q(x,y) to use in the implementation

f[x]

pi[x_, f_] := Z:~9th[fJ f[i]

q[x_, y_] := Modu1e[{r},

r=Count[edges, {x, any_}] + Count [edges, {any_, x}];

If[(Count[edges, {x, y}] >0 II Count[edges, {y, x}] >0), l/r. 0]

]

Find the stationary distribution

w=Tab1e[pi[x, f], {x, 1, v[-l]}]

1 8

{19' 19
6

19

4

19 }

Printed by Mathematica for Students



21 nma_hastings_problem_B_S_parca.nb

Generate the original q matrix

(originalMatrix = Table[q[x, y], {x, 1, v[-l:D}, {y, 1, v[-l:D}]) II MatrixForm

0 1 1 0
2 2

1 0 1 1

3 3 3

1 1 0 1

3 3 3

0 1 1 0
2 2

Bring up the user interface

m=Manipulate[First@{x=hastings[maxN]; Grid[{{"stationary distribution w=", N[w]},

{ "current stationary distribution=D, MatrixPower [N[x] , 100] [1, All:D} ,

{, }, {·Current P Matrix=", N[MatrixForm [x]]}}, Alignment .... Left] },

{{maxN, 1, "number of stepsD}, 1, 2000000, 100, ContinuousAction .... False,

Appearance ..... Labeled·} ,

AutorunSequencing .... {{1, 300}}

number of steps =01============= 273401

{0.0526316, 0.421053, 0.315789, 0.210526)

{0.053453, 0.420567, 0.316001, 0.209979)

stationary distribution w=

current stationary distribution=

Current P Matrix=

Define a function for cummulative sum

cumSum[list_] := Module[{i, sum, s, k},

sum = 0;

k = Length [list] ;

s = Table[O, {k}];

For[i = 1, i ~ k, i++,

{

sum = sum + list[i:D;

s[i:D = sum;

}

] ;

s

O.

0.0637317

0.0843336

O.

0.502771 0.497229 O.

0.435999 0.251526 0.248743

0.331767 0.250466 0.333434

0.502369 0.497631 O.

Printed by Mathematica for Students



nma_hastings_problem_B_5_parca.nb 13

Function to calculate p (x, y)

beta[x_, y_. pi_. lL] := Module [ O.

[
pi[y] q[y. x] ]

Min 1.
pi [x] q[x. y]

Function called at the end of the run to generate P from the path of states travelled

generatePMatrixFromStatepath [nStates_. x_] : = Module [{i. j. p. a11Pairs. n. m}.

n = Length [x] ;

(*Print[-X=-.x];*)

p = Tab1e[0. {nStates}. {nStates}];

a11Pairs = Partition[x. 2. 1];

For[i = 1. is nStates. i++.

m = Count [a11Pairs. {i. y_}];

For[j = I, j S nStates. j ++.

If[m j! O. p[i. j] = Count [allPairs. {i. j}] 1m. p[i. j] = 0]

]

}

] ;

p

]

Function to sample from q using uniform distribution

samp1eFromQConditiona1 [lL. x_] : = Module [{s. found. j. k. sample. y}.

s = F1atten[Position[q[x. All]. Except [0] • 1. Heads -+ False] ];

sample = q[ x. s];

sample = cumSum[samp1e];

y = RandomRea1 [] ;

found = False;

For[j = 1. j S Length [sample] • j ++.

If [ Not [found]. If [y S samp1e[j]. {k = j; found = True}] 1
1;

y = s[k]

]



41 nma_hastings_problem_8_5_parCa.nb

The Hastings algorithm main loop

hastings[maxN_] := Module[{i, j, nStates, n, s, y, a, u, x, sample, pts, sum, k, found},

nStates =Length [originalMatrix] ;

n =1;

x =Table[O, {maxN}];

x[n] =1; (*pick any state to start from*)

i =1;

While[i < maxN,

y =sampleFromQConditional [originalMatrix, x[n]];

a =beta [x[n], y, w, originalMatrix];

u =RandomReal [] ;

n++;

If [u:s a, x[n] =y, x[n] =x[n - 1]]; (*acceptance step*)

i ++;

}

] ;

generatePMatrixFromStatePath[nStates, x]

~



Problem 8.5 part(b)
by Naser Abbasi. Mathematics 504, Spring 2008. CSUF

This below construct the P matrix using direct computation of the Hasting-Meropolis method

Define the data given in the problem

v={l,2,3,4};

edges = {{ I, 2}, {I, 3}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}};

f={l,8,6,4};

Define the functions n(x) to use in the implementation

f[x]

pi[x_, f_] := Z~9th(fJ f[i]

Define the functions q(x,y) to use in the implementation. This does something similar to the
adjcancy matrix normally used. I used the Count£] function in Mathematica which automatically
counts the edges from the edges list above, so there is really no need to construct an adjancy
matrix as SUCh.

q[x_, y_] := Module [{r}.

r = Count [edges, {x, any_}] + Count [edges, {any_, x}];

If[(Count[edges, {x, y}] > 0 II Count [edges, {y, x}] > 0), l/r, 0]

]

Find the stationary distribution

w =Table [pi [x, f], {x, I, v[-I]}]

1 8

{i9' 19
6

19

4

i9}

Printed by Mathematica for Students



2 Iproblem_B_S_parCb.nb

Generate the original q matrix

(origina1Matrix=Tab1e[q[x, y], {x, 1, v[-l]}, {y, 1, v[-l]}]) //MatrixForm

0 1 1 0
2 2

1
0

1 1

3 3 3

1 1
0

1

3 3 3

0
1 1

0
2 2

define Beta function

beta[x_, y_, pi_, CL] := Module [ 0,

[
pi[YD q[y, xD ]

Min 1,
pi [xD q[x, yD

define a function to calculate a non· diagonal entry in the P matrix

makeEntrylnPMatrix[x_, y_, pi_, CL] :=Modu1e[0,

If[q[x, yD :: 0, 0, q[x, yD beta[x, y, pi, q]]

]

Construct the P matrix for the off-diagonal elements only

nStates = Length [origina1Matrix] ;

p=Tab1e[0, {nStates}, {nStates}];

For[i = 1, i:!: nStates, i++,

For[j = 1, j:!: nStates, j ++,

If[i i- j, p[i, jD =makeEntrylnPMatrix[i, j, w, origina1Matrix]]

]

] ;

Now calculate the diagonal elements of the P matrix

For[i = 1, i:!: nStates, i++,

For[j =1, j :!:nStates, j++,

If[i:: j, p[i, jD = 1-Total[p[i, AllD]]

]

] ;

Printed by Mathematica for Students



Print the P matrix

Ip / / N / / MatrixForm
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./

O. 0.5 0.5 O.

0.0625 0.4375 0.25 0.25

0.0833333 0.333333 0.25 0.333333

O. 0.5 0.5 O.

()
'-

Raise the final p matrix to some large power to verify it is regular

IMatrixPower [p, 50] / / N / / MatrixForm

0.0526316 0.421053 0.315789 0.210526

0.0526316 0.421053 0.315789 0.210526

0.0526316 0.421053 0.315789 0.210526

0.0526316 0.421053 0.315789 0.210526




